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WATER INDEX SETH MCDOWELL

Water Index highlights critical design projects from
around the world that radically engage the fragile issues
of drought, flooding, and contamination, revealing
opportunistic, adaptive design strategies in response to
the mounting global crisis. Water Index is a collective vision
of the future that provides solutions for every continent
and spans the disciplines of urban design, landscape
architecture and architecture.
The book works to create an enduring manual and
manifesto for water development and design in the twentyfirst century and to acknowledge crisis-initiated design as
an important trajectory for architectural discourse.
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CATASTROPHE
From Sweet and Salt: Water and the Dutch , 2012

Tracy Metz

“The War” and “The Disaster”.
Occupation and floods
Next to the Second World War, the Disaster in 1953 was
an event of a severity unequaled for the Dutch during
the 20th century. During the night of 31 January to 1
February 1953, the spring tide and a northwesterly
storm combined to flood a large part of Zeeland, western
Brabant and the islands of South Holland. More than
1,800 people were killed, along with many thousands of
animals; more than 100,000 people lost their homes.
The 1953 North Sea Flood is still the worst, but
certainly not the last incident in terms of flooding (or
risks of flooding) in the Netherlands. As I write this, a
fast-moving, intense northwesterly storm is raging over
the country. A cold front hundreds of kilometers long is
moving across the land, rapidly and violently pushing up
barometric pressure and sweeping up the shallow water
along the coast. At IJmuiden, the sea has risen by 1.5 m
in minutes and fallen again just as quickly; the weather
website www.weer.nl is talking about a “weather
tsunami.” In the north, a dike in the Frisian village of Grou
has breached and the inhabitants and their livestock are
being evacuated; the Groninger Museum is rushing to
move the exhibition on fashion designer Azzedine Alaïa
out of the lower levels. The quays of Dordrecht have
been lined with sandbags; quays in Hoek van Holland,
Schiedam, Vlaardingen and Maassluis have been
closed as a precaution. The barrier in the Hollandsche
IJssel has been closed, and the inflatable bladder

dam at Ramspol, which is meant to stop the wind
blowing water from the IJsselmeer into the province
of Overijssel has also been deployed, for the first time
since 2007. In the southern province of Limburg, pumps
are also being installed and dikes are being hurriedly
raised along the Maas. A disaster like the Disaster
this certainly is not—but suddenly water is the lead
story on the evening news and in all the newspapers.
Meanwhile, the winter of 2011/2012 is the
mildest since 1901. And as soldiers, dike wardens
and police work through the night to hold back the
water, probably no one will think about the fact
that November was the driest November in the
105 years since such records have been kept.
In 1993 and 1995 the water also rose so high
that large-scale evacuations took place, involving
250,000 people but also 1 million animals, both
pets and livestock. During the arid summer of 2003,
a section of a dried-out peat dike shifted in the
middle of the night in the village of Wilnis, causing
a flood—the damage was local, but the shock was
nationwide. In November 2007, the seawater stood
so high that the moveable Maeslantkering barrier at
Rotterdam was closed for the first time—the sea had
not risen to such a level since the 1953 disaster.
And in the media, news about storms and flooding
elsewhere in the world crop up in quick succession:
Hurricane Katrina, which devastated New Orleans in
2005 and—like the 1953 disaster—claimed around
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1,800 victims; the storm Xynthia, which ravaged
western France in 2010, killed 53 people and caused
1.5 billion euros in damage; and then the floods in
places like Bangkok, Pakistan, the south of Italy, Rio
de Janeiro, Australia’s Queensland, the Philippines
and China. And nearly New Orleans again in 2011,
when a second flood was prevented only by opening
emergency sluices for the first time in 38 years and
flooding thousands of hectares further upstream.
The Dutch Delta is the safest in the world, says the
Dutch government. At the same time, it is generally
accepted that this low-lying delta is vulnerable to
climate change, which involves not only rising sea levels
but also more frequent and more intense rainfall. How
safe are the Dutch? How safe do they feel? Do they
know what to do if the worst happens? The dikes and the
Delta Works that were built after 1953 have magnified
the sense of security, so the concentration of people,
property, housing and industry behind the dikes has
increased astronomically. The chances of a disaster are
small, but the consequences would be enormous. Should
the Dutch have flood insurance? Is there anything they
can do as individuals to protect themselves? Is there
still a trace of self-sufficiency, or do they lay their heads
in the lap of Rijkswaterstaat and the water districts?
Sense of Security
To the surprise of many foreign visitors, Dutch people
do not keep a suitcase packed at home, ready to
flee from the water at a moment’s notice. They feel
quite safe and secure. A 2010 survey by Alterra,
in association with Wageningen University, on the
Dutch level of satisfaction with high-water defenses
showed that no less than 87% of respondents feel
safe. That sounds nice—but that sense of security
is often based on ignorance. Of the people whose
homes would be standing in 2 m or more of water as
a result of a flood, 68% underestimate how high the
water would reach. Even worse, 26% of the people
in these areas are convinced that their homes cannot
be flooded. On the other hand, 56% do honestly
admit they are not properly prepared for a flood. And
this while 76% say they believe floods and other
water problems are going to take place more often.
But let’s be honest: the Dutch population as a
whole doesn’t do much about it; the people feel safe.
They rely on the government: Article 21 of the Dutch
Constitution states, after all, that it is the “concern of
the authorities to keep the country habitable and to
protect and improve the environment.”’ A while ago,
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various adverts were broadcast on radio and television
about the emergency kit that should be in every Dutch
home—for however safe things are, one should always
be prepared for trouble. I looked up online what was in
this emergency kit, which you could buy as a shoulder
bag or in a convenient water-tight plastic barrel for 40,
65 or 85 euros: a whistle, a box of matches, tea-lights,
first-aid sticking plasters, an emergency foil blanket. You
can buy all that yourself, I thought, and for less money. I
confess: even though I live here too, and should be water
aware, I never got beyond a water bag from the camping
supplies shop and some toilet paper. I take comfort in a
line from an article by Bas Kolen, disaster management
consultant with the HKV agency: “Because floods are so
rare it is improbable that citizens are prepared for them.”
It might seem silly, so little account taken of the
fact that the Dutch live significantly below sea level.
The Alterra researchers, however, put this attitude
into perspective. Safety is invisible to the citizen, they
write: until, essentially, water is pouring out of or over
the dike, it is difficult for lay people to gauge whether
safety has increased or in fact decreased. The image
of the water manager plays a more significant role
in the sense of satisfaction about the government’s
handling of water defenses, according to Alterra—at
least to the extent that we have any image of that
manager at all. Respondents turned out to know
little about the water board districts, for example,
except that they collect taxes. And in 2008, when
elections were held nationwide to select water district
administrators in a democratic process for the first
time, the turnout was only 23%. The water, or more
accurately everything involved in keeping our feet dry,
is set up so well, and is so much the private domain of
professionals, that we know nothing about it anymore.
The Once-in-Ten-Thousand-Years Storm
The United Nations University’s World Risk Report puts
the Netherlands in 69th place in terms of the risk for
natural disasters. In this index—the first, according to
the UN, to take into account social and economic as well
as physical conditions—the Netherlands comes off well
because the social, economic and ecological factors
compensate for low elevations and the susceptibility
to climate change. In other words, the country is
well defended and wealthy. On the other hand, the
Netherlands is near the top of the index among the 27
countries of the European Union, immediately followed
by Greece, Romania and Hungary. But is Holland safe?
Yes: Thanks to the centuries of experience the

Netherlands has in living with and keeping back water,
the entire country is based on this, especially, of
course the two-thirds of it that lie below sea level.
No: The safety standards for the Delta Works and
the dikes date from the years immediately following the
Second World War. There were far fewer people living
behind the dikes at the time, and the economic worth
was a fraction of what it is now, particularly in the lowlying Randstad, the urban conglomeration in the west
of the country. What’s more, not all dikes meet even
these outdated standards. As a member of the second
Delta Commission, Marcel Stive, professor of coastal
engineering at Delft University of Technology, has been
campaigning to raise these safety standards by a factor
of ten. “The government sets immensely high safety
standards for business, but far less for water safety,”
he says. “Even worse, one-fourth of the dikes do not
even meet the outdated standards. In spite of the fact
that the chance of a flood is greater for the Netherlands
than the chances of all other disasters put together.”
Yes: Dutch safety standards, as outdated as they
may be, are very high, the highest in the world. As a
comparison: in many places in the world it is normal for
dikes to be built to withstand the type of storm that
might occur once every 100 years, but the calculations
for the Dike Ring 14, which encircles the Randstad, were
based on one that might occur every 10,000 years.
No: Dike Ring 14, the largest in the country, is so
large, without any compartments, that if—if, if—this dike
should breach, the damage here would be immeasurable.
Yes: After the high water levels in the river region
in 1993 and 1995, new legislation on water defenses
(the Wet op de Waterkeringen, or Water Defenses
Act) was adopted, requiring primary defenses—dikes,
dunes, dams—to be tested every five years. The
Netherlands, after all, has a high-maintenance
landscape. The water districts have been in place since
the Middle Ages, forming not only the foundation of
our democracy, it is said, but also guaranteeing an
intricate system of maintenance for the waterways.
No: In 2011, after the third test, junior minister
for Infrastructure and the Environment Joop Atsma
informed the Dutch parliament that one-third of the
defenses are not up to standards, especially in the river
region. According to the minister, this is not because
they have deteriorated, but because more defenses
are being tested (a number of dikes and structures
in Limburg were added) and the testing has become
more rigorous. This testing has problems of its own,
an evaluation by Twynstra Gudde commissioned by
the ministry has revealed. Since mid-2011 the Dutch

state no longer funds all improvements to primary
defenses; the water districts now have to pay half.
They are not happy about this. “It is not likely that the
new funding system will lead to a better embedding
of water defense testing,” Twynstra Gudde dryly
observes. In addition, there is too little capacity
and expertise available to carry out the testing,
making Rijkswaterstaat, the ministry’s operational
agency, and the water districts too dependent on
engineering firms. This dependency “threatens the
quality of the testing,” in Twynstra Gudde’s view.
Yes: The Netherlands spends money on
maintenance and water safety in a systematic way.
Today, this represents 0.14% of the gross national
product. Proposed by the Delta Commission,
there will now be a separate Delta Fund, which will
receive over 10 billion euros between 2020 and
2028. This will raise the figure to 0.22% of GNP.
No: This fund will only come into existence in 2020.
What’s more, the current High-Water Protection
Program is costing billions more than anticipated.
Instead of the 1.6 billion euros planned for work
on 367 km of dikes and 18 structures, costs have
reached 3.8 billion, almost 2.5 times as much. This
is why the water districts have to pay for half of the
maintenance on the primary defenses they control.
Yes: Not only is the Netherlands the bestprotected delta in the world, it also has a finely
meshed and well-maintained network of roads
and motorways. Furthermore, the Dutch are also
digitally connected, with a high percentage of
Internet connections and smart phones. It should
be possible to organize emergency situations.
No: The most densely populated country in Europe,
which generates more than 60% of its economy below
sea level, has no national evacuation plan. Even though
floods are a far more likely threat to the Netherlands
than terrorism or a nuclear disaster, “A preventive
evacuation of the coast in the event of a flooding threat
is not feasible within the realistic forecast period
of 48 hours,” writes Dutch disaster management
consultant Bas Kolen in his 2010 article “SelfSufficiency in Floods and Large-Scale Evacuations”:
For the Randstad, we expect only a small
percentage to be able to evacuate preventively.
It is unclear to citizens what they can and cannot
expect from the government and emergency
services and what the government can actually do.
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Yes, no, yes, no, yes, no. Safety in the Netherlands
has been thought about extensively and in
depth—that much is clear. On paper, everything
has been set out in details in covenants, accords,
guidelines and ordinances. What about reality?
Evacuation
After the threat of floods and evacuations in the
mid-1990s in the river region of the Netherlands
and the devastation of New Orleans by Katrina,
the Flood Management Taskforce (TMO) was
set up here in 2006. It was supposed to improve
organizational preparations for flooding within two
years. The taskforce’s final act was a massive national
disaster drill, christened “Waterproef” (Water test).
At the end of the two years, the taskforce itself
was forced to conclude that the preparations were
not complete, especially at the national level:
National operational planning is still urgently
needed and requires high administrative priority.
As an example we cite the necessity for a
national evacuation plan, including an approach
to traffic management during floods. This
evacuation planning is indispensable, offers
our inhabitants and businesses security and
creates order in the chaos caused by floods.
How difficult collaboration can be had already been
demonstrated by the “National Security Project” in
2007. This broad-based report on security in all kinds
of areas had been intended for internal use and only
became public when the NOS Journaal, the public
broadcaster’s news program, filed a claim under the
Government Information (Public Access) Act. In the
unsettling report, to which every ministry in The Hague
had contributed, 400 civil servants complained about
collaboration with other organizations. With regard to
the risk of flooding, according to an article in the NRC
Handelsblad newspaper, they say there is a worrying
“gap” between the concrete threat of floods and the
response to it. “Due in part to population growth, the
chance of numerous victims from floods is greater by a
factor of ten than all other external risks put together.”
This threat is insufficiently recognized, they feel.
Conclusion: an unacceptable risk over the long term.
Climate Game
The young company Tygron also feels that collaboration
on water issues has to improve. This can be done
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through “serious gaming,” a digital game intended
to provide insight, using policy simulations, into
how diverse interests affect one another—and
when collaboration produces better results. “We
started this four years ago as a spin-off of Delft
University of Technology,” explains co-founder Jeroen
Warmerdam, originally a computer engineer:
We saw that you could use the techniques
and concepts from the world of games for
uses other than pure entertainment. In one
game, you can show the physical as well as the
social consequences of all sorts of decisions—
before the decisions have been taken.
It started with a game that—as student assistants—
they developed in cooperation with Delft University
of Technology’s Faculty of Technology, Policy, and
Management for the Port of Rotterdam Authority. “We,
the university, and the port authority each became
one-third stockholders. This is how our company was
formed, and we now focus specifically on the domain
of the physical living environment, water, and climate.”
Tygron has developed a number of digital simulation
games: a single-player game for Rijkswaterstaat
about water management, a game based on the water
problems in Tiel-Oost for the educational program
Leven met Water (Living with water), and games on
shrinkage in Groningen and Heerlen. With the Vietnam
Game, they were also on hand when Vietnam and the
Netherlands signed an agreement in March 2011 to
jointly draw up a Delta Plan for Vietnam. The players
were Crown Prince Willem-Alexander, junior minister
Atsma, and several Vietnamese guests. The company
has also been given an innovation subsidy from the
Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment.
Today I’m the city of Delft, and I’m going to do
my best in the Climate Game to outmaneuver—uh,
no, cooperate with—the housing corporation, the
university’s real estate department, and the water
district. There are several issues we need to resolve
together: there is flooding in the city when it rains,
there is heat stress during droughts, and housing
has to be built. We “fly” over the Schie River, passing
over the familiar buildings of the university, like the
auditorium and the library. No sooner have I decided
where I want to set aside space for water storage than
a building application flashes up from the housing
corporation, which wants to build 300 homes in that
exact spot. Perhaps I should build a water plaza?

I click on the “weather simulation” button and it starts
pouring with rain onscreen. It looks like half of Delft is
turning blue—how am I supposed to lay out green space
and have money left over for housing improvements?
All the while, the light for the corporation’s building
application is flashing impatiently: I am—already?! —at
risk of exceeding the legal response deadline. I could
also cheerfully strangle those people from the water
district: they’re only looking at flooding risk while as a
city administrator I have to keep all these interests in
the air like spinning plates. No wonder I can scarcely
come to a decision. The afternoon is almost over
already, the applications are piling up, I’m running
out of money and space, and I am totally worn out.
But I do now understand what Tygron is
saying, that you develop an understanding of one
another’s problems and start to think more in terms
of possible solutions. In that process, the social
aspect is at least as important as the technical
issue. Where is the button that will let me ask the
mayor to go have a drink with the dike warden?
Campaigns
“We are safe,” says the government, but citizens should
still be prepared in the event a flood comes. This is
realistic, since no one would really believe a 100%
guarantee from the government. To quote a famous
Dutch comedian: “The flood of 1953 was the last
natural disaster. Everything that’s happened since
is the government’s fault.” And yet it is confusing to
be at times reassured and at times urged to prepare
for danger. “The national discourse about water and
safety runs along two lines,” say cultural sociologists
Baukje Kothuis and Trudes Heems, who work and study
together under the name Waterworks. “The government
thinks in terms of threat, but the citizen still thinks
that the story of the Netherlands and water is one of
conquest. So they talk at cross purposes,” says Kothuis.
“This gap leads to a great deal of indignation, because
the citizen’s trust in government is undermined.”
Waterworks has compared a number of
government campaigns in order to examine the
implicit assumptions behind them. Heems explains:
The campaign “Nederland leeft met water”
[The Netherlands lives with water] from the
Ministry of Transport and Water Management
ran concurrently with “Denk vooruit” [Think
ahead] from the Ministry of the Interior. The first
is the discourse of the conquest, the second

that of the threat. The government had hoped
that this communication trajectory would lead
to greater awareness of the risk and therefore
more acceptance of measures against flooding.
What we’re seeing is that it does lead to greater
awareness, but also to indignation, loss of trust, and
an even greater need for a guarantee of security.
Dordrecht alderman Piet Sleeking has a similarly dual
message: he wants to show the inhabitants of his city
that the government is keeping the city safe, and on
the other hand he wants them to know what to do if a
flood happens. “Every year, everyone in Dordrecht gets
a brochure from the city about where the sandbags are,
and we hold a drill with the flood bulkheads,” he says,
“but we have to do more to get residents involved in
safety.” He has on old gym shoes and zip-off trousers
for the occasion, because he’s about to go into the Flood
Room, a shipping container in which a room has been
partitioned off with glass. It’s a project of the Technische
Universität Hamburg intended to raise flood
awareness. Natasa Manojlovic, who has come along
from Hamburg, says: “We call it the Panic Room, but they
didn’t like that name.” The alderman is ready in his glass
cubicle, with a laptop on the table, folders of documents
on shelves on the wall, a table lamp, a TV on the wall—
an average office or living room, except for the yellow
rubber duck that starts bobbing up and down as soon
as Natasa turns on the tap. “Where are my documents?
Is the lamp going to short out? Where am I going to put
the laptop?” she yells through a microphone in order
to create the right panicky atmosphere. “Where is my
money? If I have to evacuate, I will need money—where
did I put it?—I don’t know when I’ll be coming back! What
do I take—I can’t take everything!” She turns off the tap
when the water is knee-high—not a disaster, but it is
cold, says the alderman. “And remember,” says Natasa,
“this is clean water. In real life it’s dirty and muddy.”
Johan van Nieuwenhuizen of the Hollandse
Delta water district has come to enjoy watching the
alderman get wet. “The water district’s greatest
concern is that attention to safety is diminishing,
and that there is no willingness to allocate money for
this.” A year and a half ago a risk map was distributed
to every home in the whole region, he says. “But
the awareness among people is very vague.”
Beer for Awareness!
In Krimpen aan den IJssel colors are being used
to stimulate this awareness and make the water
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visible and tangible. In the Hollandsche IJssel,
as the first Delta Works after the 1953 flood, a
barrier was built that is closed only when the water
reaches dangerously high levels. It is a fine piece
of infrastructure, with tall control portals and two
enormous steel slides 80 m wide that can go up and
down. According to the Rijkswaterstaat website:
Many of the current inhabitants of this area
did not experience the North Sea Flood. They
probably know they live in one of the lowestlying areas of the Netherlands, but they are
often not aware that they are protected from
high water by a movable storm-surge barrier.
This led to the idea of lighting the control portals
at night: bluish-purple when the barrier is open,
red if it has to be closed because of high water.
Artist Henriette Waal uses beer rather than
colors as a means of getting people to think
about the water we take so much for granted:
Brewing beer and purifying water are things people
used to do themselves. In fact brewing beer was a
way of purifying water that was too dirty to drink.
Today, water purification is done by the state and
breweries are worldwide corporations. And the
water in the city is a kind of black hole, across
which you might sail in your pleasure boat, if at all,
but any other kind of connection has been lost.
For the public event “Edible Landscape” on the grounds
of a former water-treatment plant in Tilburg, Henriette
Waal came up with a mobile beer brewery on a trailer. For
a whole summer she organized an “open-air brewery” in
which she demonstrated the culture of amateur brewing:
There turned out to be a whole community of
amateur brewers, but they mostly wanted to
imitate the big beer varieties. I thought, on the
contrary, as an amateur you should want to
break free, even make something new? We took
rainwater, wild hops and all kinds of other herbs
that were growing there in the field: clover, yarrow,
elder, linden, even just grass. Unhindered by
knowledge of any kind I threw all sorts in. And I
have to say, some very special beers came out.
Waal was then invited to make beer using water
from the Sloterplas lake in Amsterdam; to make it
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drinkable, she added the water-filtration tower. “I
added it later to be able to purify even the filthiest
water right on location. The filter consists of sand,
ceramic, and charcoal; the brewing process does
the rest.” This was followed by a brewery on the
Erasmusveld, a project of the Stroom art centre in
The Hague. “There was no amateur brewers’ club
in The Hague; I had to find them by word of mouth
and online. They all made their own beer in sheds,
kitchens, and garages.” For the Erasmusveld, Waal
founded the “Beer School,” to get local people involved
in the idea that their neighborhood was going to
produce its own beer—using water from the ditch:
It’s not so easy to get people involved in purifying
their own wastewater—unless the purification plant
is a brewery! There’s something magical about that
brewing and distilling, a kind of alchemy. I think
it’s great if we can set up a collective amateur
brewery in The Hague in which amateur brewers
share one installation. Just like a food cooperative,
but for beer—a water-purification association
with beer as the final product. This home brewing
draws a short line between the Dutchman, his
beer, and the water that surrounds him.
Build Your Own Dike
If you ask an American farmer what the best way is
to protect your property from the water, you might
get the following answer, born of his philosophy of
ultimate self-sufficiency: build your own dike. In the
Netherlands this is inconceivable: water safety is still a
collective good, even if this is less and less coordinated
at the national level and increasingly delegated to
provinces, water board districts and municipalities.
What is the best way to make and keep the
Netherlands safe? For centuries the Dutch have done
this by resisting the water with dikes and pumps—
and they will never be able to do without them. Yet
the first National Water Plan and the Water Security
Policy Paper, both for the period 2009–2015, feature
a turnaround in policy. There is now a three-stage
rocket called “multilayer security” and primarily aimed
at limiting damage in the event of a flood. The first
layer, which will always remain the most important,
is prevention. The other two are aimed at limiting the
effects of a flood: intelligent use of the space behind
the dikes (for example, the selection of building sites,
or the adaptation of vulnerable facilities like hospitals)
and effective disaster response and evacuation plans.

Resisting where necessary, moving with the water
where we can. In late 2011 the Oranjewoud engineering
firm produced a report on six pilot projects using
multilayer security. The key conclusion: very promising,
but difficult to measure the precise contribution
of spatial planning and disaster management to
security. (And therefore to allocate budgets as well.)
In any case, Han Vrijling, professor of hydraulic
engineering at Delft University of Technology, is
sticking to Layer 1: prevention through proper
dike maintenance. He defended his viewpoint with
fervor during a debate organized by the engineers’
professional association KIVI NIRIA between the “Delft
engineers” (the classical approach) and those who feel
a fundamental change in direction is needed, “the new
water builders,” as Vrijling calls them. Terps, floating
homes, and more room for water—a tad trendy, he feels:
It must remain clear what is needed for safety
and what is needed for beauty and nature. Let’s
not, under the pretext of security, build dikes
that are merely beautiful. It’s remarkable to
note that the new water builders are suddenly
and selectively losing faith in polders.
A much bigger problem than rising sea levels, he
feels, is the maintenance backlog of the existing
dikes and barriers. Almost a billion euros is needed
every year, he says, to get water management in
the Netherlands in order. “Every euro we spend on
anything other than the dikes is a wasted euro!”
In that gathering of hardcore engineers, his
opponent, Jeroen Aerts, professor of risk management
at the VU University, was in the minority, but he
courageously fought his corner. Our vulnerability to
floods is increasing, Aerts said, due to climate change
but also due to urbanization behind the dikes:
There are other solutions besides just dikes. You can
also limit the damage by using the land differently,
by building the houses differently. Let’s start by
agreeing that electrical outlets and boilers have to
be installed at least 1 m above the skirting-board.
Insurance
Protection from the water is a national concern,
and until now coverage of the damage has been as
well. Since the 1953 North Sea Flood, the Dutch
government, through the Disasters and Serious
Accidents Compensation Act, covers the effects

of a disaster—but not all damage is necessarily a
national disaster, says Jeroen Aerts. It is therefore
high time to introduce flood insurance, he feels:
The discussion on climate change has made us
much more aware of uncertainties, including
in the protection we can provide. The value of
everything that takes place behind the dikes,
in terms of human lives and economic activity,
has increased astronomically. Your premium
increases if you live in a dangerous area. This
automatically raises your awareness of the
impact of water on the place where you live.
It is just like car insurance, he says: the car has to leave
the factory in good order, but you could also have an
accident—so you get insurance against that remaining
risk. The increasing interest in building outside the
dike—in the former docklands of Rotterdam and
Dordrecht, for example—is also generating discussion
about insurance, because the government does not
cover damage outside the dikes. There is already a
change afoot in agriculture: since 2010, crop farmers,
arboriculturists, horticulturists, and fruit growers
have been taking out insurance against extreme
rainfall and extreme drought, and the government
contributes up to 50% of the cost of the premiums.
Here too Aerts finds an opponent in Han Vrijling:
If your prevention is up to par, you don’t have to
take out insurance. And if a flood does occur, it’s
quite conceivable that the insurer will not pay,
because it will argue that the government, as
the entity responsible for water defenses, failed
to meet its obligations and is therefore liable.
Moreover, the potential damage is very great. The
insurer has to have reserves equal to this damage
available when the coverage starts. Therefore it
will seek to limit its risk. From a macroeconomic
standpoint, private insurance leads to much
higher costs than prevention with dikes.
Who pays for the damage? Eight years later, that is
still the question in Wilnis, a village between Utrecht
and Amsterdam that suddenly became nationally
famous on 26 August 2003. The summer of 2003
was hot and dry, and the peat dike in Wilnis had dried
from the inside without anyone noticing. In the middle
of the night, a 50- meter- long section of the ring dike
of the Groot-Mijdrecht polder suddenly shifted. The
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waterway emptied into the village. “I think one resident
saw it happen, someone who couldn’t sleep and was
smoking a cigarette on his balcony,” says Johan de
Bondt, dike warden for the Amstel, Gooi, en Vecht
water district—at the time just four weeks into the job.
On a summer afternoon I walk with De Bondt along
the ring waterway in Wilnis. It was decided to leave
the section of damaged dike as it was, as a monument
and a reminder. There’s a sign, and cows are lying on
it, placidly chewing their cud. There is also a metal
bench along the water, bearing texts by the village
children: “We live and work on pudding.” “Our house
has been shifted back.” “Now the water is in the right
place.” And of course: “There was no school that day.”
The water board district did not rebuild the dike
layer by layer—that would have taken too long—but
built instead a new bank of steel retaining walls—an
expensive but quick and sturdy solution. “This must
be one of the strongest dikes in the Netherlands now,”
the dike warden chuckles. He points to the other side.
“Those people were of course looking at the flooded
neighborhood and happy they’d been spared. Until
their gardens started sinking into the mud too. The
damage there was from the water draining from the
waterway!” It was in fact on that side that damage
was greatest: the soil subsided between 1 and 2 m
and there were cracks in all the infrastructure: the
roads, the pavement, the utilities. De Bondt points
to a bungalow on the opposite side. It stands on a
foundation of piles, and the dike warden was able to
walk right under it, because so much of the soil had
been eroded. Its occupants happen to be using sand
right now to raise their garden another 30 cm. “The
water damage was not the worst part,” says De Bondt:
It was mostly damage to parquet floors and removing
sludge from the gardens, a total of about 1.5 million
euros. The neighborhood where the water flooded
in was evacuated for half a day and after that it
was a matter of cleaning up. But the repairs to the
infrastructure cost between 10 and 15 million euros.
Yet the damage has still not been settled; against its
will Wilnis has become a test case. De Bondt sighs:
An independent commission was formed that came
to the conclusion that the dike met safety standards
and this was a unique event that could not be
foreseen. So the water district is not to blame. The
damage fell under the National Disaster Fund, which
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covers 90% of the damage, but the residents have
to pay for the remaining 10%. By private initiative
a fund was formed to compensate them. The city
and the water district also contributed to this; that
was settled rapidly and correctly. But then the city
wanted to recoup its losses from the water district.
They lost in the lower court, but they appealed. The
Court of Amsterdam sided with the city with the
argument that the dike is a structure, as though
a dike were a building. That’s completely wrong,
of course! Because according to the higher court
the owner is liable. Half of our dikes are owned by
farmers; we simply manage them. You could never
expect an individual farmer to pay for the failure of
a dike like this; it would destroy the whole system
of liability. So with the support of the Union of
Water Board Districts, we appealed to the Supreme
Court, which has since referred the case back to
another court. We’re still waiting for the decision.
The name of Wilnis will forever be linked to this
bizarre and unsettling event. But Wilnis is not unique,
says Johan de Bondt. “A week later the same thing
happened near Rotterdam, but there the water just
flowed into a field—so no one there remembers it.”
Back to the Terp
Like the comedian said, everything that’s happened
since the North Sea Flood of 1953 is the government’s
fault. Emotions are certainly running high in the places
where the government wants to give the land back
to the water. Zeelanders, in spite of European Union
agreements, were recently able to block the depoldering
of the Hedwigepolder on the Westerschelde. In
another part of the country, in North Holland, the
inhabitants of the Horstermeerpolder staged a
“coup” on 17 February 2010, declaring their polder a
republic, with its own president and constitution; at
the boundaries of the village they stopped cars that
were not flying the flag of the brand-new republic.
The depoldering plan has been shelved for now.
Things went differently in the Overdiepse Polder
in Brabant. There, the 17 farmers took matters into
their own hands when they heard their land was to be
flooded. “It was at an informational evening about the
Ruimte voor de Rivier [Room for the River] program,”
farmer Nol Hooijmaijers remembers distinctly:
The province said they couldn’t go on raising the
dikes forever; more room had to be created for

the river so that at high water Den Bosch would
not be flooded. The province had decided that
the dike along the north side of our 550-hectare
polder had to be excavated, to allow the river
the Bergsche Maas to flow over it. To our
amazement, the whole Overdiepse Polder was
colored in blue, and we knew nothing about it!
Hooijmaijers has just finished his morning rounds to
tend to his 75 cows. ‘There’d be 100 if we did have
to move.’ In the scullery he takes off his overalls
and rubber boots, washes his hand and goes to
take a comfortable seat at the kitchen table:
My neighbor Sjaak Broekmans and I
contacted everyone through the homeowners
association to come here, and we sat under
the chestnut tree. We figured, we can just
dig our heels in the sand, but wouldn’t it be
better if we come up with a plan ourselves?
That’s how they devised the idea of creating
several terps, or mounds, along the south side.
Outside Hooijmaijers’s window a dragline excavator
is preparing the first. “Yeah, I know,” he laughs,
“with terps you think of the earliest inhabitants
of Friesland and Groningen. But when the water
rises, everyone moves to higher ground.”
The terps had to be big enough to really be
farmed. Each will be over 2 hectares in area and
6 m high. That means there is only room for eight
terps—and there were 17 farmers in the polder:
Our neighborhood association carried out a
survey of who wanted to stay and who didn’t,
because some people wanted to give up their
farm anyway or preferred to move out entirely.
We opened the 17 envelopes with the Rabobank
director as a witness. Eight wanted to stay, six
wanted to leave, two weren’t sure. But then one
of the neighbors who wanted to leave found out
the plans made his house unsellable—there was
only one buyer, and that was the government.
Tension also arose between those who already owned
land in the south part of the polder and those in the
north part who would have liked to buy a terp but
knew they wouldn’t get a spot. And the Hooijmaijers
family? “My son is interested in taking over the farm.”
Still, some neighbors in the Overdiepse Polder now

no longer greet each other. This pains Hooijmaijers.
“This polder was a village; we’d do anything for each
other. But the community has suffered a real blow
because of this change. But you can’t treat everyone
equally.” The social workers of the Zuidelijke Land- en
Tuinbouw Organisatie said that from their experience,
it would take three or four years before the atmosphere
stabilized. “Sometimes I feel like a social worker.
But those cows have to be milked twice a day.”
The land in the polder has dropped in value
now that it can occasionally be flooded. But the
government is paying the 111-million-euro cost
of the project, including the building of the terps,
which has been underway for ten years already:
This is a model project, so it had to be just right, but
it went on and on . . . The Netherlands is drowning
in laws and regulations. Once the plan was done,
it took another year because of a bat survey.
The Overdiepse Polder is now a phenomenon, even at
the international level. Crown Prince Willem-Alexander
has been by, junior minister Melanie Schulz, minister
Tineke Huizinga, delegations from China, Vietnam,
South Africa, CNN, and the French newspaper Le
Monde. And at the official launch of the project
Hooijmaijers and Broekmans each received a ribbon
from the mayor. They are now knights of the Order of
Orange-Nassau. “Still, I wouldn’t want to do it again.”
New Orleans after Katrina
With a flamboyant swerve—New Orleans is, after all,
a flamboyant city, nicknamed the Big Easy—David
Waggonner turns the car into the car park. From there
we walk across another paved expanse to the mid-height
levee wall. He points to the deep, wide, fast-moving
river below us—the mighty Mississippi. “This is the only
place in the city where you can still see the river,” he
says. “And you have to go to quite a bit of trouble to see
it. But why would you want to come here?” He gestures
broadly to the surroundings. “Nothing, no bar, no
restaurant, nothing attractive, a public space where ten
blind horses wouldn’t cause any damage. New Orleans
was built here because of the river, but the connection
with the water has really been lost completely.”
New Orleans will forever be associated with
Hurricane Katrina. On 29 August 2005, it tore across
the city and the region, killing over 1,800 people—as
many as during the North Sea Flood in the southwest
of the Netherlands in 1953. It caused over $80 billion
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of damage. This destruction took place primarily
in the poorest neighborhoods of New Orleans,
which—not entirely by coincidence—are situated in
the lowest-lying areas of the city. But there was also
spectacular damage further down the coast, such as
on the low-lying peninsula of Biloxi, Mississippi, where
enormous houses were reduced to piles of sticks.
New Orleans managed to set a large-scale
evacuation of 1 million people in motion, but many
chose to remain behind—because they had no car, or
did not want to leave behind their homes or relatives in
need of help, or simply because they did not believe it
could be so bad. In the days and weeks that followed,
as large parts of the city remained under water,
the world watched mesmerized as the Superdome
stadium turned into a hell of filth, theft, rape, and
administrative impotence. In the wake of the natural
disaster, another kind of nature emerged here. And in
May 2011 the city was almost flooded again, this time
because the river was so swollen by the rains. A new
disaster was averted only by opening sluices further
upstream and preventively flooding thousands of
hectares of farmland—along with farms and villages.
The great flood of 1927 was evoked again, when the
Mississippi overflowed its banks and set an area of
80 by 160 km under as much as 10 m of water.
I’m walking around the city with Waggonner, an
architect who was born and raised here, and I can’t
believe my eyes. It’s 2009; Katrina is now four years
behind us, but in many neighborhoods you still see
whole streets of houses hanging sideways over their
foundations, or foundations without houses. The
National Guard has left its tag of colored spray paint,
like a grisly kind of graffiti: a circle with four quadrants,
showing the date they were there and what they
found, living or dead. Waggonner manages to put my
stupefaction into some perspective. “Many of these
houses were already vacant long before Katrina. The
city’s population has been declining since the 1970s.”
A little while later we drive through the stately old
districts of the city (on higher ground), with enormous
Southern mansions on either side of Charles Avenue
and their Greek columns and sumptuous verandas. In
the historic city center and now entertainment district
of the French Quarter, also on higher ground, you can
buy a T-shirt on Bourbon Street that reads “Make
Levees Not War,” and a local bar is offering the Katrina
Cocktail, “Voted #1 Cocktail to Blow You Away!!!”
It is no secret that the French decision to build
Nouvelle-Orléans here in 1718 was unwise. That
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decision was driven purely by economics because of
the strategic location on the river, but the low-lying
terrain that makes it difficult for water to drain away,
combined with staggering amounts of rain, mean
the city has always been engaged in a struggle with
the water. “An improbable city,” Craig Colten calls
it in his ecological history of the city, An Unnatural
Metropolis. “Keeping the city dry, or separating the
human-made environment from its natural endowment,
has been the perpetual battle for New Orleans.”
Things have not improved since. To accommodate
shipping, the Mississippi, notorious for its power and
its whims, has been squeezed into an ever tighter
and deeper strait-jacket. The storms and hurricanes
are becoming more intense and more frequent; the
dikes are officially calculated to withstand storms
that can occur once a century, but such storms
are taking place increasingly often. The wetlands
that protect the coast are disappearing at a rapid
pace, according to many due to the activities of
the oil industry in the Gulf of Mexico—a theory
that gained even more credence with the oil leak of
British Petroleum’s Deepwater Horizon in 2010.
In the wake of Katrina, the inhabitants of New
Orleans cursed the authorities for the slowness of
their response, but money was eventually provided
to improve the infrastructure. In 2010 I’m in the Big
Easy again for the annual conference of the American
Planning Association (APA)—only a couple of months
before the BP oil disaster, it will turn out. The APA
has organized a visit to the new storm-surge barrier
in the Mississippi River–Gulf Outlet Canal. This canal
was supposed to provide a shorter route for shipping
between the Gulf and the port—but it also proved to be a
shorter route for a wall of water that Katrina swept from
the gulf into the city. A storm-surge barrier has now
been installed, with the participation of the AmericanDutch firm Arcadis. It is a colossal concrete structure
with sliding panels 10 m tall, which are always open,
except when the water reaches dangerous levels.
Colonel Robert Sinkler of the US Army Corps of
Engineers stands ready in camouflage fatigues, at
attention, feet apart and hands behind his back, to
tell us about it: “There is so much concrete in here
that you could fill the Dallas Rangers football stadium
four and a half times, and metal reinforcements
equal to 50 times the Eiffel Tower. We completed
this job, which would normally take two years, in
14 months. That was possible because so much
funding, around $1 billion, was made available.”

Sinkler is glowing with pride. It’s no accident that the
US Army Corps, the equivalent of the Netherlands’
Rijkswaterstaat, is still a military organization that
takes on the water as though it were the enemy.
Waggonner, on the contrary, is convinced that the
salvation of his city lies not in a hard infrastructure
of football stadiums of concrete, or in concrete walls
that cut the water off from its surroundings, but in
a restoration of the city’s connection with the water.
He draws inspiration for this from the Netherlands. In
cooperation with the American Planning Association
and Dale Morris of the Dutch Embassy, he initiated the
“Dutch Dialogues,” a series of three workshops in 2008
and 2010 in which designers, landscape architects,
urban planners, engineers, and water experts from
the US and the Netherlands worked out plans to make
the water visible and tangible in New Orleans once
again. I’m at the third session in 2010, where Dutch
and American experts are working on plans for four
different neighborhoods in a kind of pressure cooker
in a room at Tulane University. “South Louisiana, like
the Netherlands, must adapt to the threats inherent
to living in a subsiding delta,” Waggonner says:
‘Living with the water’ has recently become an
ordering, corollary principle of Dutch policy. Dutch
Dialogues participants believe that adapting a Living
with the Water principle is necessary in post-Katrina
New Orleans; they likewise reject the false choice
posited by those who see only a choice between
safety or amenity from water in the Louisiana delta.
Indeed, Dutch Dialogues posits that both safety
and amenity from water are crucial to a future in
which New Orleans is robust, vibrant, and secure.
As in the Netherlands, he says, they will always have
to pump in New Orleans, but natural systems like
rain gardens and more surface water in waterways
and canals can also reduce the pressure on the
mechanical systems. If New Orleans fails to adapt,
the city will be gone in a hundred years—this is
Waggonner’s somber conviction. “The military solution
is not a solution.” With several Dutch Dialogues
participants and in cooperation with Rotterdam and
Amsterdam, his architecture practice, Waggonner
& Ball, has been commissioned by the Regional
Economic Alliance to design a comprehensive,
sustainable, integrated water-management strategy.
The master plan is to be ready, and political decision
making is set to start, in the autumn of 2012.

Bringing water back into the city is perhaps more a
mental and emotional matter than a design issue.
For the city’s inhabitants, many of them poor
and with little education, water, certainly since
Katrina, remains associated with fear—not least
because four out of ten of them cannot swim.
“That $3 billion investment by the Army Corps in
all kinds of defense works—we don’t think it’s all that
smart,” says Han Meyer, a professor at Delft University
of Technology and a Dutch Dialogues participant:
The walls along the canals are now impenetrable
barriers between the neighborhoods on either
side. We propose taking out these walls and
lining the canals with broad, floodable banks. In
normal dry conditions, these banks can serve
as new public space from which the adjacent
neighborhoods will benefit and which will
connect the neighborhoods with one another.
Mary Landrieu, who represents Louisiana in the US
Senate, also believes in the Dutch approach and has
even visited the Netherlands on a couple of occasions.
“The Dutch have learned over the centuries to keep their
feet dry through a combination of water management
and proper urban planning,” she told visitors from
the American Planning Association conference.
“We’ve spent $150 billion on clean-up since Katrina.
We could have avoided that through prevention.”
Han Meyer emphasizes that the aim
of Dutch Dialogues is not to impose the
Dutch approach on New Orleans:
The whole context is different there. It’s a different
kind of delta, with a different soil and a different
climate, and it is also very different from the
Netherlands socially, societally and politically. All
the same, it is also worthwhile for New Orleans
to combine solutions for water management with
solutions for improving the urban planning structure.
Dutch Dialogues is primarily focused not on
safety from storm surges but on a fundamentally
different system of water management:
The system had to be able to process the huge
quantities of rainwater. Three times more rain falls
in New Orleans every year than in the Netherlands;
in fact sometimes the same amount of rain falls in
one week in New Orleans as in a whole year in the
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Netherlands! In spite of their enormous pumping
capacity, they can’t get rid of it, with regular flooding
as a result. Our proposal is to create more space
for the temporary collection of rainwater. You
might call this the “neo-Dutch approach,” because
this approach—first hold rainwater, then store it
and only discharge it afterwards —has also only
recently been applied in the Netherlands as well.
Not everyone shares the belief that the Dutch
approach can be applied in the US. “What might the
United States learn from all this?” Cornelis Disco of
the University of Twente wonders in his essay “Delta
Blues” for the journal Technology and Culture:
A new attitude towards risk and water? Perhaps,
but it is hard to see how such a new attitude could
result in concrete flood-control policies given the
ingrained, constitutionally buttressed and currently
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hyped-up American distrust of big government.
In the Netherlands the whole country deals with
water directly, but not in the US: “New Orleans’s
tragedy is that the Mississippi Delta is a small tail
attached to a great big dog.” The Netherlands has
learned from New Orleans: as a result of Katrina,
a start was made on evacuation plans here.
There is new construction in New Orleans,
sometimes with exciting architecture and often on stilts.
In the Lower Ninth Ward, one of the poorest districts,
actor Brad Pitt and his Make It Right foundation have
had several unique houses built, including by the Dutch
practice MVRDV. In May 2011, 80 of the planned 150
houses in Brad Pitt’s project had been completed. But
even Pitt cannot bring back the density and energy
that existed before Katrina. And the houses on stilts
seem to prefer to avoid the water than to engage with
it. They are living above, rather than with, the water.
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